


NOUN EXERCISE



1. The members of parliament (a)/

have different opinion on (b)/ the

Lokpal bill so (c)/ the parliament is

divided on the bill.(d)/no error(e)
(IBPS PO)

EXP(d)  use are in place of is 



2. The nature of Anil (a)/ is not

good as he (b)/ has committed

(c)/ thief hood in his house.(d)/

no error(e)

(IBPS CLERK)

EXP(d) use theft in place 

of thiefthood



3. There is some problem(a)/ in his

eye so he (b)/ always wears

glass to (c) /aid his short sighted

eye.(d)/ no error(e)

(SBI PO)

EXP(c) use glasses or 

spectacles in 

place of glass



4.There are some (a)/ similarities in

some games as (b)/ the same

board is used (c)/ chess as well

as draught. (d)/ no error(e)

EXP(d) use draughts in place 

of draught because 

draught is not a game.



5.We should save (a)/ wild animals

and we should also (b)/ take care

of the vixen because (c)/ they are

wily creatures.(d)/no error(e)

EXP(d) use it is/she is in

place of they are as

vixen is feminine of fox



6.In this (a)/ innovative age (b)/, 

Time passes in its (c)/ chariot 

majestically (d)/ no error(e)

EXP(c) use his in place

of its as time

personified and

takes masculine

gender



7.The practice of (a) the lawyers

are (b) vary from those of (c) the

doctors so do not compare them.

(d) no error(e)

EXP (c) use varies and 

that of in place of 

vary and those of 



8.These lamps (a)/ are costly but 

(b)/ bright lamps (c)/ gave much 

lights (d)/ no error(e)

EXP(d)use light in place of 

lights



9.Devi is excellent (a)/ so

everybody in (b)/ the class says

that (c)/ she is Anand of class.

(d)/ no error(e)

EXP(d)use The 

Anand in place 

of Anand



10. Those types (a)/ of cups are(b)/ 

ordinary as cup’s base(c)/ is 

rounded(d)/ no error(e)

EXP(c) use the base of cup in 

place of cup’s base as it 

is a non-living thing.



11. After her retiring (a)/ she

established many (b)/ institutions

to train (c)/ underprivileged but

talented children. (d)/ no error(e)

EXP (a) replace retiring with 

retirement



12. If you had not been so secretive

(a)/ you had told me all the fact

(b)/ earlier I could (c)/ have

helped you. (d)/ no error (e)

EXP (b) replace all the fact with all 

the facts



13. Identifying, nurturing and (a)/

developing an employee’s talent

is (b)/ among the most important

task (c)/ of Human Resource

Development department (d)/ no

error (e)EXP: (c) replace among 

the most important 

task with among the 

most important 

tasks.



14. He received timely support (a)/

from his elder brother (b)/ who

had been working abroad(c)/ for

last year (d)/ no error (e)

EXP (d)replace for with 

since



15. His company is (a) one of the

few company (b) manufacturing

this product (c) in the whole

country (d) no error (e)

EXP (b)replace 

company with 

companies.



16. One of the problem (A)/ with you

(B)/ is that you do not (C)/ come in

time. (D)/ No Error (E)

Substitute plural noun 

problems for 

problem.



17. He said that (A)/ he always kept

in his pocket (B)/ a bundle of one

hundred (C)/ rupees notes. (D)/ No

Error (E)

Substitute rupee for 

rupees. (one 

hundred rupee 

notes)



18. He gave me (A)/ two important

informations (B)/ I had been

waiting for (C)/ the previous two

Months (D)/ No Error (E)

Substitute information for

informations (information is singular

uncountable noun and a/an never

used before singular uncountable

noun).



19. The class teacher (A)/ gave him a

home work (B)/ and instructed him

to do it (C)/ at night. (D)/ No Error

(E)

Substitute home work for a home

work.



20. Wordsworth’s poetries (A)/ is

characterized by his subtle

description (B)/ of the beauty and

liveliness (C)/ of nature. (D)/ No

Error (E)

Substitute poetry for poetries.



When he returned (A)/ from

America, informed me (B)/ that

he had come here (C)/ to do

an urgent work. (D)/ No Error

(E)

Home 

Work



(I) The ______ of his wife was a

great blow to him.

(II) She will be a great ______ to the

school.

01. tribute

02. departure

03. profit

04. death

05. loss

Home 

Work
Home 

Work 

Answer




